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Abstract-  Computing  today  is  used  to  migrate  from
hosting  services  using  servers  owned  and  operated  by
individual organizations to large-scale data centres which
provide  resources  on-demand to  different  organizations
using a shared infrastructure. One commonly used form
of such on-demand computing, is an Infrastructure as a
Service (Iaas)  cloud,  which provides low level  access  to
virtualized  resources.  Scalable  and  qualitative
management of these data centres is becoming one of the
most important challenges (to achieve) because the scale
of  data  centres  is  becoming  larger.  Centralized
management can make good load balancing in small data
centres,  but  if  data  centres  grow  in  size,  centralized
management  systems  perform  badly  due  to  the  bad
scalability of this type of solutions. A possible solution is
fully-distributed management which improves scalability.
However, this type of management loses the complete view
of the data centre state, so it is more difficult to make a
good global load balancing.

 In this paper, we evaluate a hierarchical management
solution which consists in organizing the hosts of the data
centre  in  tree  form.  This  solution  has  better scalability
than  centralized  solutions,  and  has  better  data  centre
overview than fully-distributed solutions. 

As  experimenting  with  real  physical  data  centres  is
impractical, simulation can be used to analyze, in a rapid
way,  the  behavior  of  data  centres  using  different
management  approaches.  Through  the  help  of  an  IaaS
simulator  called  DCSim,  we  created  a  framework  for
analyzing  data  centre  performances  using  hierarchical
management techniques.
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I. Introduction

In recent years, the use of cloud computing has expanded
greatly.  Many  companies  are  moving  their  software  and
systems to large data centres in the cloud because it reduces
the spending on technology infrastructure (paying on demand,
no investment in hardware and software) and improves the
flexibility  of  the  system  (ability  of  getting  resources  on
demand). 

Due to the popularity of services in the cloud, the scale of
data  centres  are  becoming  larger.  A good  management  of
them can  generate  significant  savings  of  both,  money (for
example, using less energy) and time (for example, reducing
the time spent in adding more servers), to cloud providers. 

 Many  managing  systems  in  literature  are  centralized

solutions  which  lack  scalability  and  have  a  central  node
acting as bottleneck. In recent years, literature is tending to
research  in  fully-distributed  management  systems  that,
despite improving scalability, can not make an optimal global
distribution of resources due to lack of full-system overview.
Table 1 shows a comparison between centralized and fully-
distributed solutions.

Centralized Fully distributed

Simplicity + -

Bottleneck - +

Scalability - +

System overview + -

Hierarchy + -

Table 1: Advantages (+) and disadvantages (-) of centralized and
fully-distributed systems

 In this paper we analyze the performance of a data centre
which  executes,  in  several  virtual  machines,  workloads
similar  to  web  server  workloads  and  where  a  hierarchical
management  algorithm  is  plugged  in.  This  management
algorithm combines properties of the previous two solutions
(centralized  and  fully-distributed).  It's  based  on  organizing
the hosts of the data centre in tree form. Each host is engaged
with one node of the tree. We will refer to inner nodes of the
tree as “management nodes” or “management servers” and to
leaf nodes as “execution nodes” or “execution servers. While
management nodes are responsible for managing the system
(they manage execution nodes or other management nodes),
execution nodes are used to execute  applications.

 Using  hierarchical  management,  different  levels  in  the
hierarchy have different views of the system. Low level nodes
have a view of a small part of the system but they can decide
in a very short period of time where is better to execute an
application.  Besides,  higher  level  nodes  have  a  better
overview of the system based on aggregated values of  the
lower levels. With it, they can predict which of the other inner
nodes will choose a better leaf node to execute an application.

 As it’s too expensive to have a data centre infrastructure to
do testing and researching, many researchers use simulators.
Simulators  imitate  the  behavior  of  data  centre  systems  in
different environments. Using simulators we can obtain very
accurate approximations to the performance of a physical data
centre.  DCSim[1],  is  an  extensible  simulation  framework
which allow users to simulate the performance of large data



centres hosting an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud. In
our  work  we  use  DCSim  and  we  use  a  very  important
functionality  of  DCSim:  it  allows  plugging  in  customized
ways  of  managing  the  resource  allocations  into  the  data
centre hosts.

 In the next section we discuss the related work. Afterwards,
in  Section III  we give an overview of DCSim.  Section IV
contains  the description of the hierarchical  algorithm used.
Sections V and VI explain how we implement the algorithm
and  the  results  of  our  evaluations,  respectively.  Finally,
Section VII contains our conclusions.

II. Related Work

Several  data  centre  simulators  are  described  in  literature.
Each  simulator  has  different  properties  and  is  used  for
different types of evaluations. A complete simulator created to
analyze  applications  services  in  the  cloud  without  getting
concerned  about  the  low  level  details  related  to  the  data
centre infrastructure is CloudSim[2].  CloudSim is a generic
simulator that allow users to evaluate specific environments.
It is a very open simulator and it provides a toolkit to define
specific  applications  to  run  in  the  data  centre.  Although
DCSim  is  not  as  adaptive  and  editable  as  CloudSim,  it
provides an easier way for developing and evaluating the data
centre  management  scenario  because  a  simple  usable
application that simulates web server workloads, is provided.
Another simulator is GroudSim  [3]. GroudSim is an event-
based simulator used to evaluate scientific applications (high
level  of  computation)  and  that  only require  one  execution
thread. In our case, we need a simulator that accept several
threads to serve several users. Open Cirrus [4] is designed by
Intel  to  research  in  services  at  a  global,  multi-datacentre.
Open Cirrus is focused on doing accurate evaluations of the
interconnection  of  them  focusing  on  the  network
performance. DCSim can also simulate multiple data centres,
however,  in  this  paper  we  focus  on  the  performance  of  a
single  data  centre.  GreenCloud  [5] is  a  simulator  for
evaluating  energy  costs  of  data  centres.  We  use  DCSim
because it has a basic power consumption measuring and we
don't need as many details.  [6] and [7] discuss overviews of
several cloud data centres simulators.

We  elected  DCSim  to  make  our  experiments  because  it
allows  rapid  development  and  evaluation  of  data  centre
management techniques and because offers a simulated IaaS
to multiple clients performing with good scalability. There are

also other secondary reasons: it is event-based, open source
and  it  is  implemented  in  one  of  the  most  extended
programming languages, Java. In [8] a coarse specification of
DCSim can be found.

 Much work has been done related to centralized and fully
distributed  network  management  algorithms.  [9],  [10] and
[11] show solutions using centralized algorithms where the
placement  is  usually very good, but these approaches only
work well for smaller data centres because they don't  scale
well  in larger  environments.  On the other  hand,  [12]  is  a
proposal of fully distributed system that scales well but has
high convergence time in systems with large number of nodes
without  guarantees  of  an  optimal  global  solution.   Fully
distributed  algorithms  are  often  used  in  peer-to-peer
communication  [13],  [14]  because this type of computation
requires good scalability (adding and removing lots of nodes)
and usually doesn't need to know the global system state.

 Although  a  management  system  can  include  properties
from  the  previous  two,  we  focus  on  the  hierarchical
management. [15] and [16] discusses the requirements of the
hierarchy,  how  to  achieve  these  requirements  and  their
demonstration. Both are the basis of the algorithm we use.

III. DCSim Overview

 The DCSim simulator simulates a data centre that offers an
IaaS cloud. IaaS is a type of cloud computing which provides
users  low level access to virtualized resources. Virtualization
allows  for  multiple  virtual  machines to  be co-located on a
single physical machine. 

DCSim provides  a  framework  for  developing and testing
data  centre  management  algorithms in IaaS systems where
there are multiple users at the same time. DCSim is written in
Java  and  it's  easily extensible  to  include  new features  and
functionality.

A. DCSim Architecture 

 DataCentre  is  the  central  class  of  the  simulator.  It

consists of a set of interconnected physical  Host machines,

which themselves contain a set of Virtual Machines (VMs). A

virtual machine is an entity responsible for encapsulating an
Application instance  that  has  to  be  executed  and  that

varies the needs of each VM dynamically. Each VM has to be

allocated on a host in order to execute its application. How to
assign  a  virtual  machine  to  a  host  and  how the  hosts  are
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organized in a data centre is determined by a set of policies
and managers. Abstract classes are provided in the simulator
in order  to  extend components  for  specific  research needs.
The main components of DCSim are shown in Figure 2. 

 The purpose of the DataCentre is to host a set of VMs on

its  physical  hosts,  each  VM with  its  own  dynamically

changing resource needs given by its Application which

simulates  an  external  workload.  The  initial  resource
requirements are contained in the  VMDescription class.

When  a  VM is  assigned  to  a  host,  the  host  stores  the

VMAllocation,  so  each  host  maintains  a  collection  of

VMAllocations allocated on it.

 Power  consumption  of  a  host  is  defined  by  the
PowerModel.  Default  PowerModel is based  on  SPEC

Power Benchmark1. Each host may be in one of these states:
On,  Off,  or  Suspended.  In  On  state  the  Host  operates
normally, in Off state the host does not consume power and in
the  Suspended  state  the host  consumes  a  small  amount  of
power.

 Concerning  the  utilization  of  a  host  we  can  also
differentiate states: if host resources are highly utilized, the
host is considered stressed. This implies that any increase of
resource requirements of a hosted VM could not be allocated
in the host. If any work cannnot be served, it may cause SLA
(Service  Level  Agreement)  violations.  On  the  other  hand,
hosts can be underutilized. This means that few resources of
the host are in use, so data centre may execute the VMs of the

host on other hosts and thus run the all the VMs of the system

on a smaller number of hosts.

B. Management Policies

 The  simulated  data  centre  is  governed  by  policies.  The
most important ones are: 

• VMPlacementPolicy. This policy is responsible for

determining on which of the available hosts to place a
new  VM.  It  is  triggered  when  the  simulator  needs  to

allocate a new VM.

• RelocationPolicy.  This  policy is  responsible  for

determining which VMs migrate from stressed hosts to
other  hosts.  When  the  RelocationPolicy is

created, the frequency (usually some hours) with which
it is invoked is specified. 

• ConsolidationPolicy.  This policy is responsible

for determining which VMs migrate from underutilized
hosts to other hosts in order to minimize the number of
active  hosts.  When the  ConsolidationPolicy is

created, the frequency (usually some hours) with which
it is invoked is specified. 

• HostMonitoringPolicy. This policy is responsible

for sending updates of the current state of a host. When
the  HostMonitoringPolicy is  created,  the

frequency  (usually  some  minutes)  with  which  it  is
invoked is specified.

Additional  policies  can  be  created  by  extending  the
Policy class.

1 http://www.spec.org/power_ssj2008/

Fig.3: Hierarchical System Architecture

  
C. Application

 Each  VM has  dynamic  resource  needs.  These  needs  are

driven by an  Application which varies the level of the

resource requirements to simulate a workload.
 The default  implementation of the  Application class

simulates  a  workload  of  a  web  server.  Workload class

specifies  a time varying level  of incoming work,  which in
case  of  the  default  web  application,  can  be  thought  of  as
requests. 

D. Events

 As  mentioned  previously,  DCSim  is  an  event-based
simulator.  All  actions,  operations  and  state  changes  in  the
simulation  are  triggered  by  an  Event.  A priority  queue,

based on the simulation time in which the event was sent, is
responsible for executing all the events. If a component sends
an event, it has to specify the target, and the event will  be
added to the priority queue and it will be processed once it
becomes the first event in the queue.

 Management actions such as migrations or VM placements
are triggered by events. Events are also used to communicate
between components in the system. The main events are:

• VmPlacementEvent:  When  a  new  VM has  to  be

allocated and the simulator has to decide where has to be
allocated, it is encapsulated in a VMPlacementEvent
and it's sent to the queue with VMPlacementPolicy.

• InstantiateVmEvent: When a new VM has to be

allocated  and  the  simulator  has  already  decided  its
destination, the VM and the target host are encapsulated
in a InstantiateVmEvent.

• MigrateVmEvent: When a VM has to be migrated,

the information of the VM, the source host and the target
host are encapsulated using a MigrateVmEvent.

• HostStatusEvent: When the state of a host has to

be updated, its encapsulated in a HostStatusEvent
and it is sent to the target policy.

 
The  Event class  is  extensible  to  create  new  types  of

Event and  new handlers  of  events  can  be  developed  by

implementing the SimulatorEventListener interface.



E. Metrics

 DCSim provides different default  metrics to evaluate the
simulation.

• SLA Violation: This metric reports the percentage of the
total  incoming requests  for  work  which  could  not  be
completed.

• Active  hosts: The  active  hosts  metric  records  the
minimum, maximum and average number of hosts that
are active at any given time in the simulation.

• Host-hours: The simulator records the total of the active
time1 of every host in the simulation.

Fig. 4: The main classes within the Tree Management Layer (Classes
with green background are existing DCSim classes)

1 Active time is the time in where the host is in ON state.

• Active host utilization: This metric reports the average
utilization of the active hosts in the simulation.

• Number of migrations: The simulator records how many
VMs have been moved/reallocated.

• Power consumption: This  metric  reports  the kilowatt-
hours consumed during the simulation.

• Simulation and algorithm running time: The simulator
reports the simulation time to compare the overhead of
different algorithms.

IV. Hierarchical System Architecture

 A cloud computing data centre consists of multiple servers
that  must  be  managed.  We  use  an  approach  where  the
management system itself is executed on hosts present within
the data centre. Most of the servers are execution servers used
to execute application instances. Other servers, referred to as
management servers, are used by the management system to
control the execution servers. A management server can either
control execution servers or other management servers. This
implies that each server in the data centre has to be either a
management  server  or  an execution server.  All  of  the data
centre  servers  are  connected  hierarchically.  The  execution
servers act as leaves of the tree and the management servers
are  inner  nodes  of  it.  Management  servers  recieve  the
information of the system lower level nodes by aggregating
management information.

 The architecture of the simulated hierarchical management
system, shown in Figure 3,  consists of four  layers.  On the
DCSim framework, a tree management layer is deployed. The
main  function  of  this  layer  is  to  create  and  manage  a
hierarchy on top of the environment created in DCSim layer. 

 Algorithms that know how to use the structure are needed.
The  Algorithm  layer  makes  use  of  the  Tree  Management
Layer  but  can  also  use  aggregations.  Aggregations  are
responsible for getting information of the lower level hosts in
the tree  in  order  to  allow algorithms to make use of it.  If
algorithms  act  on  leaf  nodes  of  the  hierarchy,  they  need
information about the state of the physical hosts. On the other
hand, if the algorithm acts on inner nodes of the hierarchy, it
cannot know the exact state of a physical execution node, it
has to look up the aggregated values of the lower level nodes
to decide.

A. Tree Management layer

 The tree management layer runs on top of DCSim, so, it's
the  link  between  the  DCSim  framework  and  the  specific
management  algorithms.  It's  responsible  for  managing  the
concept of a hierarchy. The hierarchy consists of a node for
each host in the data centre, with logical references to other
nodes which are the parent node and the children nodes. 

In order to decide what is the relationship is between all the
nodes,  a  TreeMgntAlgorithms interface  is  defined.

Specific algorithm implementations will be used to create and
maintain the tree structure.

 This layer also provides policies to update and monitor the
hosts  status,  TreeHostStatusPolicy and

TreeMonitoringPolicy, and  interfaces  to  define  the



Aggregation and Algorithm layers.  Figure 4 shows a UML
class  diagram  with  the  classes  which  make  up  the  Tree
Management layer,

B. Aggregation layer

 Management  nodes  (inner  nodes  of  the  hierarchy)  are
aware of the state  of  their  child  nodes (other  management
nodes  or  execution  nodes)  through  the  Aggregation  layer.
This layer is responsible for aggregating state values of the
servers from the leaves to the root node. The way in which
the values are aggregated is different depending on the node.
If the children of the node are leaves, the aggregations have to
consult the state of the host and generate a new aggregation
value,  while  if  the  children  of  the  node  are  management
nodes, the aggregations have to consult other aggregations. 

 Another important function of this layer is to decide if the
tree structure has to be notified of a change in the system,
such as when a new VM is allocated on a server.  In order to
know  if  a  change  is  relevant  to  propagate  or  not,  the
aggregation layer could, for example, consider a threshold of
utilization.

An interface in  the Tree Management  layer  is  defined  in
order  to  create  different  specific  Aggregations.

Aggregations can  be  installed  in  a  hierarchy.  Once

installed, each node can consult any of the Aggregations
installed.  The  concept  is  similar  to  having  a  kind  of
Aggregations library available to use.

C. Algorithm layer

 On the top of the architecture, there is the Algorithm layer.
This layer contains concrete implementations of a algorithm
interfaces defined in the Tree Management layer. In the next
section  a  BasicTreeNodeSelectionPolicy,  a

BasicMgntAlgorithm and  a  BasicTreeMgnt
Algorithm are described.

 

V. Hierarchical Management Algorithms

The  behavior  of  the  data  centre  is  determined  by  the
combination of a Management Node Selection algorithm, a
Tree Management algorithm and a Management algorithm. In
this section, a basic implementation of all of them is shown.

A. BasicTreeMgntAlgorithm

This specific and basic algorithm is in charge of creating the
tree node hierarchical structure.  Given a set of  TreeNode
and  a  maximum  number  of  sibling  nodes,  it  decides  a
composition of nodes such that each node (except the root)
has only one parent and that each node only has, as children,
either leaf nodes or inner nodes.  Using this algorithm, tree
nodes never have execution nodes and management nodes as
children at the same time. In other words, all leaf nodes have
the same depth in the tree.

The BasicTreeMgntAlgorithm takes the first node of

the collection as the root and adds the other nodes as siblings
of random leaves. Adding nodes is done one by one. If the
maximum number of nodes in the tree level where the new

node is trying to locate is reached, the new node is promoted
as  parent  node  recursively,  as  times  as  need.  Figure  5
specifies  the  algorithm (this  algorithm creates  an  structure
that not optimize the maximum number of leaves in the tree).

To add a new nodes into the hierarchy, the same method can
be used to know its position in the tree.

B. BasicTreeNodeSelectionPolicy

The  BasicTreeNodeSelectionPolicy is  a specific

policy responsible for selecting one node of a hierarchy. This
basic  implementation  picks  out,  at  random,  a  management
node located at the lowest level of management nodes in the
tree. In other words, it chooses a random node of the last level
of nodes which have children.

This  policy  is  (mainly)  invoked  in  two  cases.  One  case
occurs  when  the  BasicTreeMgntAlgorithm needs  to

add a new node, and the other case occurs when a new virtual
machine  has  to  be  placed  onto  a  physical  host.  Both
algorithms need selecting a node to send the initial location
request and thus starting the location process. In the first case
the  request  is  done  to  locate  a  new node  whereas  in  the
second  case  the  request  is  sent  to  locate  a  new  virtual
machine.

C. BasicMgntAlgorithm

BasicMgntAlgorithm is a concrete implementation of

the  MgntAlgorithm interface.  It  is  responsible  for

deciding on which host of a hierarchy a new VM must be
allocated,  and  for  taking  the  decisions  about  migrating
running  VMs  to  other  hosts  in  order  to  get  a  better
performance, if is it necessary. 

The  BasicMgntAlgorithm is  based  on  specific

aggregations  of the Aggregations  layer.  These aggregations
are introduced below.

 To  simplify  the  work,  it  is  considered  that  leaf  nodes
always update its host state information while inner nodes of
the  tree  update  its  aggregated  information  when  leaves
propagate  upwards  its  information.  Multiple  aggregations
according to specific needs can be implemented and installed
to a hierarchy. 

procedure createTree(TreeNodeSet)
          for all TreeNode new within TreeNodeSet
               if new isTheFirstNode()
               then
                    rootNode = n
               else
                    locateNewNode(leafNode)  // as a random leaf
               endif
          endfor
end.
procedure  locateNewNode(node)
     if nodeCurrentSiblings < maxNumOfSiblings
     then
          placeTheNode()
     else
          locateNewNode(parentNode)  //promote as parent
          distributeChildren()
     endif
end.

Fig. 5: Basic hierarchy creation pseudo-cod



The following ones are used by BasicMgntAlgorithm :

• MaxCPUAggregation: Each node know which is the

maximum  amount  of  free  CPU  in  a  host  of  all  his
offspring  and  the  available  memory  of  the  above-
mentioned host. Changes are propagated upwards when
the amount of free CPU changed more than 10%.

• MaxMemoryAggregation:  This  aggregations  is

similar to the CPU aggregation above. In this case, the
maximum  amount  of  free  memory  (and  also  its
corresponding host free CPU)  in the offspring of the
node is monitored.

• MaxCPUInOnStateAggregation:  This  is  also

similar to the previous two. In this case, the maximum
amount  of  free  CPU  in  a  powered  ON  host  in  the
offspring of the node is monitored.

• StressedHostsAggregation: Each node knows

at most the five most stressed hosts of all his offspring.
Propagation is done when a host becomes stressed.

• UnderutilizedHostsAggregation:  Like  the

previous aggregation, each node knows at most the five
most underutilized hosts of all his offspring. Propagation
is done when a host becomes underutilized.

By means of aggregated values,  BasicMngtAlgorithm
acts in the following manners.

C1. VM Placement

When a new VM is instantiated, it has to be placed onto a
physical  host  to  be  run.  The  VMPlacementPolicy  is

triggered with the information about the initial VM resource
requirements attached. Then, to decide on which leaf node of
the hierarchy place the new VM,  BasicMgntAlgorithm
is consulted. With the aid of the MaxCpuAggregation and

MaxMemoryAggregation,  the  algorithm  looks,  in

logarithmic time, for a non-stressed host to locate the VM. If
all nodes are stressed, a second algorithm consultation is done
but, this time, the algorithm accepts stressed hosts as possible
target  hosts.  Taking  this  second  consultation  is  possible
because,  if  the  amount  of  memory,  bandwidth  and storage
available are enough, CPU can be overcommitted. Finally, if
the  second  consultation  finishes  and  there  is  no  option  to
place the VM, a placement failure occurs. 

To start the placement algorithm, it needs to know the VM
requirements  and  a  tree  node  (selected  by  a
TreeNodeSelectionPolicy)  to  send  the  algorithm

invocation. Figure 6 shows the placement algorithm pseudo-
code.

C2.VM Relocation

Relocation consists in migrating VM from stressed hosts to
other  non-stressed  hosts  in  order  to  avoid  having  stressed
hosts in the data centre and thus having less probabilities to
violate  the  SLA in  case  of  a  demand  increase.  Instead  of
triggering the relocation policy periodically as default DCSim
policy  do,  relocation  is  invoked  when  any  node  becomes
stressed.  By  means  of  StressedHostsAggregation,

management nodes can detect stressed hosts in its offspring.
Then, the management node tries to migrate VMs from the
stressed  hosts  to  other  hosts  of  its  offspring.  Using  the

procedure placeVmRequest(VMRequirements, node)
     if node isExecutionNode
     then
          if node canHost VMRequirements
               placeVMToNode()
          else
               placeVmRequest(VMRequirements, parentNode)
          endif
     elseif node isManagementNode
     then
          possibleNode =  selectTheBestTargetChild() 

//helped by MaxCPUAggregation
          placeVmRequest(VMRequirements, possibleNode)
     endif
end.  

Fig. 6: Basic VM placement pseudo-code

MaxCpuAggregation,  a management  node  knows

whether it can migrate a VM because in its offspring there is
enough space, or if it has not space and it has to store the
information  of  the  stressed  host  propagate  it  to  its  parent
StressedHostAggregation.  To  decide  the  specific

target host to migrate a VM, the BasicMngtAlgorithm is

consulted.
For each VM of the stressed host, if the management node

has space in its offspring, a relocation algorithm which tries
to find a node (only in its offspring) where to place each VM
begins.  The algorithm treats  all  management  node subtrees
differently,  depending  on  whether  the  subtree  root  node  is
leaf, is in the last level of management nodes or is other upper
management  nodes.  Once  the  amount  of  CPU migrated  is
enough  to  remove  the  host  from  the  stressed  state,  the
management node stops trying to relocate more VMs.

To  start  the  relocation  algorithm,  the  algorithm needs  to
know  the  resources  used  by  the  VM  which  should  be
relocated and a tree node to send the algorithm invocation.
The  relocation  finishes  when  a  target  non-stressed  host  is
found or when no node in the offspring of the node can host
the VM. Pseudo-code of that algorithm is in Figure 7.

C3.VM Consolidation

Consolidation consists  in migrating VM from underutilized
hosts to other hosts in order to power off these hosts and thus
minimizing  power  consumption  in  the  data  centre.  As  the
previously,  consolidation  is  not  executed  periodically,  it  is
executed when any node becomes underutilized. By means of
UnderutilizedHostsAggregation,  when  a

management  node  detect  an  underutilized  host  in  its
offspring,  the  BasicMngtAlgorithm is invoked. Using

the  MaxCpuInOnStateAggregation, management

node knows whether it can start the algorithm for migrating
because in its offspring there is space, or not. 

For each VM of the underutilized host, if the management
node  has  space  in  its  offspring,  a  consolidation  algorithm
which tries to find a node (only in  its  offspring)  where to
place each VM, begins. The algorithm treats all management
node subtrees differently,  depending on whether the subtree
root node is leaf, is in the last level of management nodes or
is other upper management  nodes.  An underutilized host is
consolidated when it doesn't  have any VM running on and,
consequently, when it can be powered off.

While in relocation policy migrations to any non-stressed



procedure relocate (VMResources, node)
     if node isExecutionNode
     then
          if node willNotBecomeStressedWith VMResources
          then
               migrateVMToNode()
          else
               relocate(VMResources, parentNode)
          endif
     elseif n isInLastLevelOfManagementNode
     then
          possibilities = null
          for all TreeNode child of childrenOfNode
               if child  willNotBecomeStressedWith VMResources
                    addChildToPossibilities()
               endif
          endfor
          if possibilitiesIsNotEmpty
          then
               possibleNode = selectBestNodeOfPossibilities() 

//helped by HostData status
               relocate(VMResources, possibleNode)
          else
               relocate(VMResources, parentNode)
          endif
     else
          possibleNode =  selectTheBestTargetChild()

//helped by MaxMemoryAggregation
          if possibleNode isNotNull
          then
               relocate(VMResources, possibleNode)
          else
               relocate(VMResources, parentNode)
          endif
     endif
 end.

Fig. 7: Basic VM relocation pseudo-code

node  (powered-off  nodes  included)  could  be  done,  here  in
consolidation policy it is not permitted. It is not allowed to
migrate VMs to stressed nodes alike, but it is also not allowed
to migrate VMs to powered off nodes or to nodes with lower
CPU utilization than the source underutilized node. In order
to avoid loops, it is considered that a node cannot migrate out
if  it  has  pending  incoming  migrations  and  a  node  cannot
migrate  in  if  it  has  pending  outgoing  migrations.  The
algorithm encapsulates all these requirements of the destiny
of  each  VM  into  a  isAbleToLocate function.  The  VM
consolidation finishes when a non-stressed node with greater
CPU  utilization  than  source  node  and  without  outgoing
migrations is found or when no node in all the offspring can
host the VM properly.  Figure 8 contains the pseudo-code of
consolidation algorithm.

 Analyze procedure of the MgntAlgorithm interface, is

used to trigger our relocation and consolidation algorithms in
each management node.

VI. Evaluation

Two  different  experiments  were  run  to  evaluate  the
hierarchical management algorithms. Both experiments share
some common configuration characteristics.

Data centre  is  always  formed by the same type of hosts.
These  hosts  model  real-life  HP  ProLiantDL360G5E5450
servers  with  2  CPUs,  4  cores  each  CPU,  and  16GB  of
memory. The processor runs at 3GHz, so for each server is
considered  to  have  24000  CPU units  available  (8  cores  x
3000 CPUunits/core). Their power consumption is modeled

procedure consolidate (VMResources, node, source)
     if node isExecutionNode
     then
          if node isAbleToLocate VMResources 
          then
               migrateVMToNode()
          elseif 
               consolidate(VMResources, parentNode, source)
          endif
     elseif node isInLastLevelOfManagementNode
          possibilities = null
          for all TreeNode child of childrenOfNode
               if child isAbleToLocate VMResources
                    addChildToPossibilities()
               endif
          endfor
          if possibilitiesIsNotEmpty
          then
               possibleNode = selectBestNodeOfPossibilities()

 //helped by HostData status
               consolidate(VMResources, possibleNode, source)
          else
               consolidate(VMResources, parentNode, source)
          endif
     else
           possibleNode =  selectTheBestTargetChild()

//helped by MaxCPUInOnStateAggregation
          if possibleNode isNotNull
          then
               consolidate(VMResources, possibleNode, source)
          else
               consolidate(VMResources, parentNode, source)
          endif
     endif
end.

Fig. 8: Basic VM consolidation pseudo-code

Sizes 1 2 3 4

#Cores 1 1 1 2

CPU units per core 1500 2500 3000 3000

Memory 512MB 1GB 1GB 1GB

Table 9: VM Sizes

using SPECpower benchmark and they are configured to have
10Gb/s Ethernet connection and a 36 GB of local hard drive.
Finally, each host reserve, itself, 500 CPU units for managing
the VMs placed on it. 

Hosts are configured such that CPU can be overcommitted,
and the other resources are allocated statically.  A fair-share
CPU scheduler is used and a host is considered stressed when
its  CPU utilization  is  greater  than  85% and  is  considered
underutilized when CPU utilization is below 50%. 

Four default DCSim VMs have been used. Their sizes are
described  in  Table  9.  All  of  them  require  100Mb/s  of
bandwidth and 1GB of storage. Each VM runs an Application
modeling a single and independent web server, fed by its own
Workload. Each workload is scaled to the VM size and it

follows  the  traces  of  one  of  the  following  real-life  traces:
ClarkNet HTTP trace, or EPA HTTP trace, or SDSC HTTP
trace  from  the  Internet  Traffic  Archive,  or  jobs  from  the
Google Cluster Data trace. Traces shorter than the duration of
the experiment are looped.

Both  experiments  compare  hierarchical  management
algorithm with the default centralized management algorithm
present in the DCSim.  In  plots,  centralized management  is



referred as “Centralized”  while hierarchical management is
referred as “H. < maximum number of children> childs”.

Execution  time  metric  may  change  in  function  of  the
computer  which runs the simulation.  All  these experiments
were run in a MacBook Air with an Intel Core i5-2557M at
1.7 GHz processor and with 4GB of RAM.

Experiment 1

This experiment aims evaluating the hierarchical management
algorithm  in  high  load  situations.  However,  we  analyze
management  algorithm in  different  situations,  starting  with
soft data centre load and ending with a high load data centre
situation.
 A 10 days simulation of a small data centre with 100 hosts is
executed. During the first 40 simulation hours, the data centre
load is set to 600, 900, 1200 or 1600 VMs. This workload
appears progressively and distributed in each hour of the first
40 hours (15, 22'5, 30 or 40 VMs per hour). VMs needs are
randomly taken from the above-mentioned Table 9.
  DCSim is  configured  to  start  recording  metrics  after  48
hours  of  simulation  in  order  to  allow  each  management
algorithm to locate VMs properly and to avoid possible bad
performances produced at the bootstrap scenario.

For  each  situation  (600,  900,  1200  and  1600  VMs)
centralized  and  hierarchical  algorithms  are  evaluated.  In
addition, hierarchical management is evaluated with different
hierarchy  sizes  depending  on  the  maximum  number  of
children  which  each  node  may  have  (defined  by  our
BasicTreeMngtAlgorithm).  Results  obtained  are

shown in Figure 10.
It  is observed that failed placements start occurring when

the load is more than 1300 VMs so, we consider as high load
situation a situation with more than 1300 VMs.

Improving  scalability  implies  having  management  nodes
which cannot allocate VMs. That's why, when the data centre
is in high load situation, the number of active hosts is greater
using centralized management because with it,  hosts which
hierarchical  management  cannot  use  because  they  are
considered management nodes, can be used. 

Also,  it  is  shown that  our  placement  algorithm performs
better than default DCSim placement algorithm because using
hierarchical  placement  with  a  large  enough  number  of
permitted children, in high load situations we could get less
failed placements.

Concerning  different  hierarchies  in  hierarchical
management,  when  greater  is  the  maximum  number  of
permitted  children  per  node,  closer  to  centralized
management is the hierarchical management and more CPU
utilization is reached (less active hosts). In opposition, when
lower  is  the  maximum  number  of  permitted  children  per
node, better is the scalability and execution time but worse is
the performance in high load situations because less nodes are
available.

Finally,  response  time  plot  shows  that  response  time
increases  in  high  load  situations  using  whatever  algorithm
because CPU utilization of every host increases too.

 Experiment 2

This  second  experiment  is  aimed  at  evaluating  the
performance of  the hierarchical  management  in  larger  data

centres.  As  before,  centralized  management  algorithm  is
compared with different hierarchical management algorithms.

In this case, we use a data centre with 10.000 and we place
10.000  VMs  to  it  (non  high  load  situation).  The  same
methodology for setting the workload used in Experiment 1 is
implemented here,  so,  during the first  40 simulation hours,
the workload is increased by 250 VMs randomly taken from
the above-mentioned Table 9.

Simulation  was  done  using  centralized  management  and
three  different  hierarchical  management.  Results  about  5
simulation  days  of  the  data  centre  with  10.000  hosts  are
shown in Figure 11.

As  occurs  in  Experiment  1,  centralized  management
complete all the work with less active hosts than hierarchical
management. This is because centralized management knows
the state of every host in the data centre and it can optimize
the CPU host utilization of every host.

As  before,  when  greater  is  the  maximum  number  of
permitted  children  per  node,  closer  to  centralized
management  performs  the  hierarchical  management.  With
more  management  nodes  (smaller  number  of  maximum
children), less CPU utilization is reached but better execution
time is obtained. In opposition, when lower is the number of
management nodes (higher number of permitted children) per
node,  worse is  the scalability but  better is  the use of each
host.

Hierarchical  management  decreases  the  CPU  utilization
over centralized management in most of situations. Increasing
host CPU utilization means that with less number of hosts, it
is  possible to do the same amount of work (increasing the
response  time  proportionally).  In  Experiment  1,  if
management  nodes  are  added  to  the  “Mean  active  hosts”
metric,  the  number  of  active  hosts  in  hierarchical
management usually exceeds the number of active hosts used
by the centralized. Table 11 shows that in larger data centres
in  non-stressed  situations,  the  number  of  active  execution
nodes is low enough for accepting the management nodes as
well.

It  is  also  observed  that  the  hierarchy  topology  has
importance into the algorithm. For example, using 20 children
per  node  implies  more  distributed  load  and  consequently
worse  CPU  utilization,  because  there  are  more  levels  of
management  nodes.  It  is  important  to  find  an  optimum
number of levels of management nodes according to the each
concrete data centre.

Finally, mention that number of migrations is closely related
to the execution time. When more centralized is the hierarchy
bigger is the execution time and vice-versa.

VII. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a framework for analyzing data centres
performances  using  hierarchical  management  strategies.
Hierarchical  management  offers  better  scalability  than
centralized  management  and  offers  better  system overview
than fully-distributed management strategies. This framework
is based on DCSim, an extensible data centre simulator which
allows  to  develop  and  test  dynamic  resource  management
techniques  in  data  centres  operating  an  Infrastructure  as  a
Service cloud. Finally, we also provide an example algorithm
which uses the framework.



Fig. 10: Results Experiment 1 (100 hosts)

Fig. 11: Results Experiment 2 (10000 hosts)



Our framework consists in organizing (logically) the hosts
of a data centre in Tree form such that hosts which are leaves
of  the  tree  are  in  charge  of  running Virtual  Machines and
inner nodes of the tree, called management nodes, are used to
manage leaf hosts.

 Management nodes know the state of leaf nodes by means
of  Aggregations.  Aggregations  are  important  information
which  leaf  nodes  propagate  upwards  the  Tree.  Specific
aggregations can be created to adapt the framework to any
need.

A combination of three different algorithms is needed to run
a  simulation  using  our  framework.  An  algorithm  which
creates  and  maintains  the  hierarchy,  an  algorithm  which
selects a node of the hierarchy (to know a node to send initial
requests), and an algorithm which: 1) selects nodes to place
new VM instances and 2) analyzes nodes and takes decisions
about migrating running VMs to other nodes in order to get
better global performance. This last one, called management
algorithm, can use multiple Aggregations to help taking the
best possible decision. Concrete algorithms can be developed,
implementing its corresponding interfaces.

We evaluated a basic management algorithm which uses 5
different aggregations and which analyzes management nodes
when detects a highly used host or a  underused host in its
offspring.

It is important to decide how many levels of management
nodes, data centre will have. Too much management nodes
will make data centre performing quickly but, simultaneously,
consuming more power because more hosts will be powered
on. In contrast, few management nodes will make data center
performing  as  centralized  algorithm,  using  resources  more
efficiently but loosing scalability. 

It  is  also needed to take into account that,  in high global
load data centre situation, when all physical hosts are active
and  running  VMs,  management  nodes  of  hierarchical
management cannot be used. A possible new algorithm which
changes the type of management when the available resources
are not enough for new VMs could be implemented.

Finally,  as nowadays  scalability is an important  aspect  to
treat, a possible future work is implementing the functionality
about  adding and removing nodes.  Adding new nodes will
basically may consists in selecting,  for the new ,a position
into the hierarchy and notifying its new parent and, if it is not
a leaf, notifying its new children.  Removing nodes is more
difficult because a policy which chooses the node which will
replace the removed node is needed, and then, if the selected
node was executing VMs, all the VMs have to be relocated to
other hosts.
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